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Abstract—Objective: Cochlear implants are traditionally
programmed to stimulate according to a generalized fre-
quency map, where individual anatomic variability is not
considered when selecting the centre frequency of stimu-
lation of each implant electrode. However, high variability
in cochlear size and spatial frequency distributions exist
among individuals. Generalized cochlear implant frequency
maps can result in large pitch perception errors and re-
duced hearing outcomes for cochlear implant recipients.
The objective of this work was to develop an individual-
ized frequency mapping technique for the human cochlea
to allow for patient-specific cochlear implant stimulation.
Methods: Ten cadaveric human cochleae were scanned
using synchrotron radiation phase-contrast imaging (SR-
PCI) combined with computed tomography (CT). For each
cochlea, ground truth angle-frequency measurements were
obtained in three-dimensions using the SR-PCI CT data.
Using an approach designed to minimize perceptual error
in frequency estimation, an individualized frequency func-
tion was determined to relate angular depth to frequency
within the cochlea. Results: The individualized frequency
mapping function significantly reduced pitch errors in com-
parison to the current gold standard generalized approach.
Conclusion and Significance: This paper presents for the
first time a cochlear frequency map which can be individ-
ualized using only the angular length of cochleae. This
approach can be applied in the clinical setting and has the
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potential to revolutionize cochlear implant programming for
patients worldwide.

Index Terms—Cochlea, cochlear imaging, cochlear im-
plant, frequency mapping, individualized frequency func-
tion, synchrotron radiation phase-contrast imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE cochlea is a small, helical-shaped structure within the
inner ear responsible for hearing by transducing mechan-

ical vibrations into electrical impulses for neural interpretation.
Along the cochlear spiral lies the basilar membrane (BM), a soft-
tissue structure which vibrates in response to acoustic stimuli
(Fig. 1). The BM has a variable stiffness along the cochlear spiral
which results in a spatial separation of audio frequencies and is
the primary mechanism which allows for the perception of differ-
ent pitches in sound [1]. Further, the outer hair cell based ampli-
fication contributes to the sensitivity and frequency selectivity of
sound perception [2], [3]. This spatial distribution of frequencies
within the cochlea is known as cochlear tonotopy. The organ of
Corti (OC) lies on top of the BM and contains sensory hair cells
responsible for the electro-mechanical transduction of sound.
The vibration of the BM, and consequently the OC hair cells,
results in the generation of electrical impulses. These electrical
impulses are conducted through peripheral axons (dendrites)
from each tonotopic specific location on the BM to the spiral
ganglion (SG) and the auditory nerve [4], [5]. The SG is a group
of neuron cell bodies closer to the central axis of the cochlea
relative to the BM. The SG also maintains the spatial separation
of frequencies, but with a different spatial relationship compared
to the BM since the peripheral axons do not consistently follow
a radial trajectory toward the central axis of cochleae (Fig. 1).

When the sensory hair cells on the OC are not functioning
as a result of sensorineural hearing loss, a cochlear implant
may be used to restore sound perception. Cochlear implants are
surgically implanted devices consisting of an electrode array
inserted along the length of the cochlea to directly stimulate
auditory neurons to produce the sensation of sound. Cochlear
implants bandpass filter incoming sound signals from an external
microphone into a number of frequency-distinct channels, with
the number of channels being dictated by the number of elec-
trodes in the implant array. Each electrode stimulates with the
information from a single channel, creating a spatial stimulation
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Fig. 1. Illustration of 3D cochlear anatomy derived from SR-PCI data.
(A) Tracings of the LW (black) and OC (blue) displayed in relation to
a reformatted SR-PCI CT image slice. (B) 3D reconstruction of the
manually segmented peripheral axon connections between the OC and
SG (red). (C) 3D visualization of the OC (blue fiducials), SG (red fidu-
cials), and connecting peripheral axons, with highlighted peripheral axon
trajectories (green). (D) Tracings of the LW, OC, and SG illustrating the
3D relationship between the structures. LW = lateral wall; OC = organ
of Corti; SG = spiral ganglion.

pitch map. To provide accurate pitch-perception to cochlear
implant recipients, electrodes must stimulate with the frequency
corresponding to their post-operative tonotopic location along
the BM [6], [7]. If an electrode stimulates with an incorrect
frequency relative to its tonotopic location along the BM, a
mismatch will occur, and pitches will be perceived as different
than their true frequency [8].

Cochlear anatomy, including the BM length, is non-uniform
across individuals, as described thoroughly in the literature [9]–
[11]. Despite this variation in BM lengths and resulting tonotopic
distributions [12], a generalized cochlear implant pitch map
is applied to all patients, thus ignoring their specific cochlear
anatomy. If patients’ specific BM lengths can be measured, equa-
tions can be used to determine their individual BM tonotopic
distribution [1]. However, manually measuring individual BM
lengths in clinical imaging modalities is infeasible due to the
lack of soft tissue contrast and anatomical detail. To overcome
this challenge, approaches have been proposed in the literature to
estimate individual cochlear length from low-resolution clinical
CT. These estimation techniques have been derived from his-
tology or high-resolution imaging modalities such as micro-CT
[10], [13]–[18]. These approaches, however, have limitations in
that they are not capable of accurately accounting for all cochlear
variability, particularly in the apical region of the cochlea, due
to poor visualization [19], [20]. Published techniques com-
monly model cochlear length at the lateral wall (LW), the bony
outer wall of the cochlear canal, due to its visibility in clinical
scans; however, measurements along the LW are not applicable
for BM tonotopic calculation. Angle-based frequency mapping
techniques, which relate angular depth along the cochlear spiral

to tonotopic frequency, have achieved growing attention due to
their clinical applicability. However, the current state-of-the-art
angle-based frequency mapping techniques assume a consistent
number of cochlear turns across individuals and are therefore
subject to error [4]. Furthermore, the point of stimulation for
certain cochlear implants is regarded to be at the SG, highlighting
an additional need to understand the SG spatial distribution of
frequencies.

Histological studies have been performed to assess the rela-
tionship between cochlear size and tonotopic distributions, as
well as the relationship between the OC and SG [4]. However,
these results are limited by the artefacts introduced by histo-
logical preparation and have not been validated or extended
to three-dimensions [21], [22]. Synchrotron radiation phase-
contrast imaging (SR-PCI) of intact, unstained human cochleae
was first performed in 2017 [23], and has since been used to
examine the cytoarchitecture [24] and three-dimensional (3D)
tonotopic distributions of the OC and SG [25]. SR-PCI utilizes
a synchrotron X-ray source and phase and absorption contrast
to achieve a detailed visualization of both bone and soft tissues.
SR-PCI data allows for precise discernment of cochlear micro-
anatomy, maintains the full 3D structure, and obviates the need
for decalcification, staining, and sectioning of samples. By using
SR-PCI data, relationships can be observed between the angular
length of cochleae, and BM and SG tonotopic frequencies.

The objective of the present work was to use 3D SR-PCI data
to determine a patient-specific angle-based frequency function
for the human cochlea. The resulting function was validated
against ground truth data and compared to the current gold
standard analytical approach. Results showed that the function
presented herein significantly reduces pitch errors compared to
previously published approaches. This novel technique has the
potential to improve clinical cochlear implant programming and
hearing outcomes.

II. METHODS

A. Sample Preparation and Imaging

Ten fixed, adult cadaveric human cochleae underwent SR-PCI
at the Canadian Light Source Inc. (Saskatoon, SK, Canada) using
the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy beamline (05ID-2). SR-
PCI CT scans were obtained of all ten intact, dissected temporal
bones using a detector with an effective isotropic pixel size of
9 µm. Techniques used here have been previously published
[23], [25]. All samples were obtained with permission from the
body bequeathal program at Western University (London, ON,
Canada) in accordance with the Anatomy Act of Ontario and
Western’s Committee for Cadaveric Use in Research (approval
# 06092020).

B. BM Frequency Mapping

To determine the OC tonotopic frequency distributions in
each cochlea, the BM was manually traced using SR-PCI image
slices in addition to 3D volume renderings. Fiducials were man-
ually placed along the BM at the estimated OC location where
peripheral axon connections were visible, from the basal-most
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tip of the BM in the cochlear hook region to the apical tip
of the BM in the cochlear helicotrema (Fig. 1). Additional
fiducials were added in the cochlear apex and hook region as
required, to ensure all morphology was accurately captured by
the measurements. The complete OC length was calculated by
summing the distances between all fiducials. Upon measurement
of the total OC length in each sample, the percentage length
from the basal-most tip of the OC to each individual fiducial
along the OC was determined. Greenwood’s function was used
to map the individual percentage lengths of each fiducial to the
corresponding tonotopic frequencies [1]. Greenwood’s function,
which relates proportional distance along the OC to character-
istic tonotopic frequency, is presented in equation 1.

f = 165.4
(
102.1x − 0.88

)
(1)

where f represents OC tonotopic frequency, and x represents
percentage length along the OC.

C. SG Frequency Mapping

To determine the tonotopic distribution of frequencies on
the SG for individual samples, peripheral axons were manually
traced in three-dimensions in the SR-PCI data from the OC loca-
tion to the corresponding SG location. The tonotopic frequencies
of the OC (determined through percentage length calculation and
Greenwood’s function) were then manually mapped to the SG
taking into account the 3D relationship.

D. BM and SG Angular Measurements

To determine the relationship between tonotopic frequencies
and angular depth along the OC and SG, the angular locations of
tonotopic frequencies were measured in the SR-PCI data. A re-
formatted mid-modiolar image slice was defined for each sample
using SR-PCI data, where the image slice was in-plane with the
mid-modiolar axis of cochleae and the axis of rotation was the
approximate mid-modiolar axis. This mid-modiolar slice was
manually rotated by an expert observer through the length of
the cochleae until each frequency landmark was reached, with
0-degrees being defined at the centre of the round window (RW).
The angular depth required to reach each frequency fiducial
along the OC and SG was measured using the mid-modiolar
slice. Basal to the centre of the RW, the long axis of the
BM turns approximately 90-degrees to be near-parallel to the
mid-modiolar axis (Fig. 1A). The angular depth of all fiducials
basal to the centre of the RW were therefore recorded to be
0-degrees. To compare the angular depth required to reach
each tonotopic frequency on the OC and SG, a cubic spline
interpolation technique was used. The manually measured OC
and SG tonotopic coordinates were interpolated to estimate the
angular depth of each tonotopic frequency at a resolution of 1 Hz.

E. Simulated User Measurement Variability

Measuring OC/BM length (and associated tonotopic frequen-
cies) in CT image slices requires the manual placement of many
fiducials along the estimated OC location. The location of the
OC can be discerned in SR-PCI data, however the placement of

Fig. 2. Illustration of the simulated measurement variability on a 3D
reconstruction of the BM. (left) An example of simulated measurement
bias, with the manual measurements displayed in orange, along with
the biased measurements in both directions displayed in blue. (right) An
example of the simulated random measurement variability, with manual
measurements displayed in orange, and the randomly deviated fiducials
displayed in blue. BM = basilar membrane.

these OC fiducials is still subject to pixel-level variability or bias
introduced by different observers. To estimate the effect of this
user variability on the final measured tonotopic distributions, an
approach was developed to simulate user variability and bias
in fiducial placement (Fig. 2). In the reformatted mid-modiolar
image slices, fiducials were placed in-line with each OC fiducial
on the LW in the plane of the BM. A 3D vector was defined
between each LW fiducial and the corresponding OC fiducial
in the direction of the modiolus. The vectors defined between
each pair of LW and OC fiducials were used to simulate user
variability in point placement along the width of the BM at each
angular location. To study the effect of user variability in point
placement on the tonotopic frequency distributions, each OC
fiducial was deviated along the LW-OC vector direction using
a uniform probability distribution with a width of 0.2 mm. This
distribution width (corresponding to approximately 20 pixels in
each image slice) was selected upon anatomical inspection of the
BM in SR-PCI image slices and represents the estimated range
of distances in which an experienced investigator may place the
OC fiducial. Using the set of randomly deviated points along the
width of the BM generated by our algorithm, the OC tonotopic
frequency was re-calculated for each angular coordinate using
Greenwood’s equation. For each of the ten samples contained in
this study, 100 iterations were performed to simulate 100 unique
tracings of the OC. For a subset of samples for which the LW was
not visible in the vicinity of the RW, random deviation of OC
fiducials began at the first mid-modiolar plane which contained
both the LW and OC in the field of view. The distribution
of frequencies at each angular coordinate generated by the
100 random measurement deviations were compared for each
sample. The maximum frequency error resulting from random
measurement variation was determined for each sample to assess
the potential error associated with measurement variability.

In addition to the simulated random measurement variability,
the effect of a systematic measurement bias in point placement
was assessed using the developed approach. Using the LW-OC
vectors described in this section, two sets of fiducials were
generated for each sample: 1) where each original OC fiducial
was shifted toward the modiolar axis on the BM by 0.1 mm (rep-
resenting approximately 10 pixels), and 2) where each original
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OC fiducial was shifted toward the LW (away from the modiolar
axis) on the BM by 0.1 mm.

F. Creation and Validation of OC and SG Angle-Based
Frequency Mapping Functions

The OC tonotopic frequency coordinates determined in the
simulated user variability analysis were used to determine an OC
angle-frequency function that is dependent on the BM angular
length of individual cochleae. First, the logarithm with base 2

1
12

of all tonotopic frequencies was obtained. Taking the logarithm
with base 2

1
12 as a pre-processing step resulted in the semitone

error being the quantity minimized in the least-squares equation
fitting, as illustrated in equations 2-4,

SSE =
∑
i

[
log

2
1
12

(fi)− log
2

1
12

(
f̂i

)]2
(2)

=
∑
i

[
log

2
1
12

(
fi

f̂i

)]2
(3)

=
∑
i

[semitone error]2 (4)

where SSE represents the sum of squared errors (the cost
minimized during function fitting), fi represents the function-
predicted tonotopic frequencies, and f̂i represents the objective
tonotopic frequencies obtained through manual measurements
in SR-PCI data.

There are twelve semitones in a single octave, and a semitone
has been reported to generally be the smallest pitch interval that
non-musically trained individuals can distinguish [26]. There-
fore, semitones have become a common perceptual metric used
to describe pitch or frequency differences. First, a least-squares
linear regression was performed to relate angular depth to the
logarithm of the OC tonotopic frequencies for each sample. The
frequency intercept was fixed to be the same value for all samples
in these linear regressions, and therefore the slope of the resulting
function was the only parameter which varied between samples.
Next, a least-squares linear regression was conducted to relate
these angle-frequency function slopes to the total BM angular
lengths of the samples. The result of these fits is a function
capable of estimating an individualized angle-frequency profile
using the BM angular length of a sample.

Subsequent to the second regression, which relates the BM
angular length of individual cochleae to the slope of the angle-
frequency functions, a general sinusoidal correction was per-
formed to reduce residuals as it was observed that the function
residuals had a consistent sinusoidal trend across samples. This
correction was fit to the residuals of all samples to create a
generalized adjustment to reduce the pitch errors associated with
the model. The result of this curve fitting procedure was a math-
ematical function capable of producing an OC angle-frequency
function individualized with respect to the angular length of
individual BMs.

A leave-one-out cross validation was performed to assess the
performance of the novel, individualized OC angle-frequency
function relative to the frequencies predicted by Greenwood’s

function. The linear function relating the BM angular length to
the angle-frequency function slope was determined using 9 of
10 samples, and the resulting equation was used to predict the
individualized angle-frequency function for the tenth sample.
This process was repeated for all 10 samples and in each case,
the semitone errors between the function-predicted frequen-
cies and the ground truth frequencies (defined by Greenwood’s
function) were obtained. For each sample, the cross-validation
results were compared to the angular frequency function de-
veloped by Stakhovskaya et al. [4]. The function developed
by Stakhovskaya et al. relates angular depth (with 0-degrees
defined as the point 1 mm away from the basal tip of the BM) to
percentage length along the OC, which can subsequently be used
to calculate tonotopic frequency using Greenwood’s equation,
and is independent of the angular length of individual BMs.
Although the work by Stakhovskaya et al. defined 0-degrees
to be the point on the BM 1 mm from its basal tip, angular
measurements from the centre of the RW were used for compar-
ison. It was determined that angular depths from the centre of
the RW and from the point 1 mm from the basal tip of the BM
differ only slightly (<10 degrees) and correspond to a frequency
profile shift in the order of 1 semitone. Furthermore, the centre
of the RW represents a more clinically obtainable landmark.

In addition to the development of an individualized OC angle-
frequency function, a similar procedure was performed to deter-
mine a SG angle-frequency function. Using the ground-truth SG
frequency coordinates obtained by 3D peripheral axon tracing
from each OC frequency location, a function was determined
that maps angular depth to SG tonotopic frequency. The devel-
oped SG angle-frequency function was fit to the logarithms of
SG tonotopic frequencies for all samples simultaneously in order
to determine a generalized function relating angular depth to SG
frequency. This generalized approach was employed due to the
consistency of SG frequency distributions across samples and
because SG angular length is an infeasbile parameter to obtain
in a clinical setting.

A leave-one-out cross validation was performed for the SG fit,
where the generalized function was developed using 9 of the 10
samples and the function was used to predict the SG tonotopic
frequencies of the tenth sample. This process was repeated for
all 10 samples, and the semitone errors between predicted and
ground truth frequencies were determined for each. For each
sample, the SG cross-validation results were compared to the
angular frequency approach developed by Stakhovskaya et al.
The SG approach developed by Stakhovskaya et al. relates
angular depth to percentage length along the SG, which can
subsequently be related to percentage length along the OC and
tonotopic frequency.

Paired sample t-tests were performed to assess the difference
between the OC and SG functions developed herein, and the
previously published functions by Stakhovksaya et al. For both
the OC and SG, the mean absolute semitone errors across all
samples and all angular depths were compared. Furthermore, in-
dividual comparisons were made of the mean absolute semitone
errors in the basal (less than 300 degrees), middle (300 degrees
to 600 degrees), and apical (greater than 600 degrees) regions of
the cochlea. These three angular ranges were selected according
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Fig. 3. Organ of Corti (OC) and spiral ganglion (SG) angle frequency
distributions. (A) Organ of Corti angular frequency profiles for the ten
samples included in this study, determined from SR-PCI data. (B) Spiral
ganglion angular frequency profiles for the ten samples included in this
study, determined from SR-PCI data.

to common cochlear implant electrode insertion depths [27] in
order to accurately capture the differences in low, middle, and
high frequency regions. The significance level was set to α =
0.006, as to control for family-wise error with a Bonferroni
correction. Confidence intervals were constructed at the 95%
level using t-distributions (95% CI). Mean±standard deviation
is the notation used throughout.

III. RESULTS

A. OC Tonotopic Distributions

The individual angular OC tonotopic distributions derived
from the SR-PCI data are illustrated in Fig. 3. The mean OC
angular length of cochleae in our sample set was 2.57 turns, or
925 degrees. The minimum and maximum OC angular lengths
observed were 2.41 and 2.98 turns, respectively.

B. SG Tonotopic Distributions

The individual angular SG tonotopic distributions derived
from the SR-PCI data are illustrated in Fig. 3. The mean SG
angular length of cochleae in the sample set was 2.00 turns, or
720 degrees. The minimum and maximum SG angular lengths
observed were 1.84 and 2.22 turns, respectively.

C. Simulated User Measurement Variability

The angle-frequency profiles generated from the simulated
user measurement variability are shown for a single sample

Fig. 4. Angle-frequency distributions of a single sample determined by
the simulated measurement variability analysis. Magnified views of the
high frequency (A) and low frequency (B) regions are presented. Scatter
points illustrate the maximum and minimum tonotopic frequency pro-
duced by the random measurement variability at each angular location,
and the dashed lines represent the two biased measurement variability
conditions.

in Fig. 4. For each sample, the maximum semitone deviation
relative to the manually placed OC fiducials was calculated for
the batch of randomly deviated fiducial sets. The mean of the
maximum semitone deviations resulting from the random mea-
surement deviation in each sample was 1.49 ± 0.59 semitones.
The mean of the maximum semitone errors associated with the
systematically biased simulated measurement variability across
all samples was 0.96 ± 0.28 semitones.

D. Comparison of OC and SG Frequency Distributions

The comparison of OC and SG frequency distributions is
shown in Fig. 5. In the basal, high frequency tonotopic regions,
the angular depth of characteristic frequencies followed similar
distributions for the OC and SG. Congruence between OC and
SG tonotopic angular locations decreased in the apical, low
frequency regions.

E. Angle-Based Frequency Mapping Functions

As illustrated in Fig. 6., a linear function was fit to the angular
depth versus OC logarithmic frequency profile for each speci-
men, with a fixed frequency intercept. Following this initial set of
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Fig. 5. Comparison of OC (black) and SG (blue) tonotopic distributions
determined from SR-PCI data. The angular depths associated with each
tonotopic frequency are presented in comparison.

Fig. 6. (A) The initial linear function fit to the logarithmic frequency
profile is shown for two samples. Scatter points represent the ground
truth measurements, the solid black curve illustrates the linear function
initially fit to relate angular depth to logarithmic frequency, and the
dashed curve represents the predicted angle-frequency profile after the
sinusoidal correction is applied. (B) Illustration of the linear function fit
between the BM number of turns (BM angular length), and the slope of
the logarithmic frequency profiles. BM = basilar membrane.

linear regressions, a linear function was fit to relate BM angular
length of samples to the slopes of their angle-frequency profiles
(Fig. 6B, equation 6, R2 = 0.76), and this linear function dictates
the coefficient of the exponential term in the final function.

Subsequent to the fitting of this linear function, a general
sinusoidal correction was determined to reduce the tonotopic
semitone error across the profile (equation 7).

The OC individualized angle-frequency function obtained is
presented in equations 5-7

f = 2
mθ+168+c

12 (5)

m = 0.0285N − 0.1978 (6)

Fig. 7. Results of the leave-one-out cross validation of the individu-
alized OC frequency function determined from SR-PCI measurements.
(A) Cross validation results for individual samples, with the newly de-
veloped SR-PCI equation results (blue) presented in comparison to the
equation by Stakhovskaya et al. (black). (B) The distribution of errors at
each angular depth associated with the newly developed SR-PCI func-
tion (blue) in comparison to the previously published function developed
by Stakhovskaya et al. (black). (C) Comparison of absolute semitone
errors at each angular depth (∗p<0.001). OC = organ of Corti.

c = − 1.26− 2.33 cos (0.0059θ)− 6.84sin (0.0059θ) (7)

where f represents OC tonotopic frequency, θ represents the
angular depth (measured from the centre of the RW in degrees),
N represents the number of turns of individual BMs, and c rep-
resents the sinusoidal correction (with the sine and cosine func-
tions evaluated in radians). The results of the leave-one-out cross
validation of the individualized OC angle-frequency mapping
function are illustrated in Fig. 7. Statistical comparison of errors
between the individualized OC function and the Stakhovskaya
et al. approach is summarized in Table I. Relative to the
ground truth frequencies defined by Greenwood’s function, the
individualized OC function was observed to significantly reduce
(p<0.001) the mean absolute semitone error from 2.64 ± 2.63
semitones (95% CI: [2.44, 2.85]), to 1.52± 1.43 semitones (95%
CI: [1.41, 1.63]). Additionally, the individualized OC function
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TABLE I
LEAVE-ONE-OUT CROSS VALIDATION RESULTS FOR THE OC AND SG ANGLE-FREQUENCY FUNCTIONS

had significantly lower mean absolute errors in the basal and
apical regions, while the errors in the middle region of the
cochlea were not observed to differ significantly. In addition to
the reduction of the mean absolute error, the individualized OC
function was observed to reduce the variance of absolute errors
overall, and particularly in the basal and apical regions. The in-
dividualized OC function was observed to reduce the maximum
absolute error from 29.01 semitones to 9.58 semitones.

The SG angle-frequency function obtained is as follows:

f = 2
−0.12θ+160

12 (8)

where θ represents the angular depth, measured from the centre
of the RW. The results of the leave-one-out cross validation of
the SG angle-frequency function are summarized in Table I and
illustrated in Supplementary Material 1. The mean absolute error
of the SG frequency function developed using SR-PCI data was
not observed to significantly differ from that of Stakhovskaya
et al. In each region of the cochlea, comparable variance and
maximum absolute error were observed. An interactive imple-
mentation of the developed OC and SG functions is available at:
https://abl.uwo.ca.

IV. DISCUSSION

The objective of this work was to analyze OC and SG tono-
topic distributions using SR-PCI to derive novel angle-based
frequency mapping techniques for cochlear implant program-
ming. The cochlear implant program at Vanderbilt University
has published extensive work on the development and appli-
cation of image-guided approaches to reducing cochlear im-
plant electrode channel interaction [28]–[34]. These algorithms
for segmenting cochleae in clinical CT scans [31], [32], lo-
calizing post-operative electrodes [33], [34], and determining
potential channel interactions have been reported to result in
improved speech recognition [28]–[30], and have shown the
potential benefit of integrating image-based patient information
into implant programming. Although these approaches provide a
patient-specific approach to reduce the consequences of channel
interaction and current spread, tonotopic mismatch exists as an
additional limitation for implant recipients [6], [35]. Numerous
studies have reported pitch mismatches between default elec-
trode frequency allocations and natural tonotopic distributions

[35]–[39]. In recent work, Canfarotta et al. found that larger
pitch mismatches are associated with reduced speech recog-
nition [27], and in a simulation study, Dillon et al. reported
that place-pitch alignment has the potential to improve masked
sentence recognition in patients with electric-acoustic stimula-
tion [40]. Further, the improved speech performance observed
in patients with longer electrode arrays may be a result of the
improved default tonotopic alignment [41]–[45]. In addition to
speech recognition, Jiam et al. reported improved pitch scaling
accuracy with patient-specific pitch maps [7], and Kan et al.
reported the effect of interaural pitch mismatch on binaural
fusion and lateralization [46]. Accurate tonotopic stimulation
has also been hypothesized to positively influence sound quality
and music perception for recipients, however research in these
areas has been limited due to a lack of objective measures [6],
[47]. Neural plasticity has been shown to mitigate the long-term
effects of pitch mismatches, however numerous studies have
reported that this adjustment can occur over years, is user
dependent, and can only overcome mismatches to an incomplete
extent [8], [39], [48]. Therefore, improving clinical approaches
for patient-specific pitch mapping may improve speech recog-
nition, sound quality, and music perception, and reduce the
requirement for time-consuming neural adaptation following
implantation.

Greenwood (1990) established a mathematical function to
relate percentage length along the OC to characteristic tonotopic
frequency, however this equation is difficult to utilize clinically
due to the requirement of accurate BM length measurements.
Measuring BM length in traditional clinical imaging modalities
is challenging due to the lack of soft tissue contrast which is
required to obtain detailed discernment of structures such as
the BM and OC. Analytical techniques have been proposed in
the literature which relate clinically obtainable measurements to
BM or LW length, however these relationships generally do not
account for all cochlear variability – particularly in the apical
region of cochleae – and are subject to large user variability [10],
[14], [15], [19], [49], [50].

The SG has an inherent tonotopic distribution, however this
distribution varies relative to the OC distribution, as the pe-
ripheral axons do not have a consistent radial trajectory from
the OC to the SG [4]. The SG is a shorter structure than the
OC, both in terms of linear and angular length, and there is a

https://abl.uwo.ca
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frequency compression in the most basal and apical regions. In
these regions, peripheral axons follow a non-radial trajectory
which results in relatively large tonotopic regions of the OC
mapping to short tonotopic distances along the SG. In addition
to the overall trajectory of peripheral axons from the OC to the
SG, the SG angle-frequency distributions are observed to have
slight oscillations (Fig. 3). Based on 3D reconstructions of the
peripheral axons (Fig. 1), this oscillatory behaviour is expected
to result from the nodular arrangement of the SG. Peripheral
axons are observed to spread from node-like locations on the
SG in a periodic manner, which results in local variations in the
slope of the SG angle frequency profile.

Stakhovskaya et al. (2007) previously published equations
which have become the most frequently used approach for angle-
based cochlear implant frequency mapping [27], [51], [52]. The
authors performed histological analysis to determine OC and SG
tonotopic distributions. Although peripheral axons were traced
between the OC and SG, the two-dimensional (2D) nature of
the histology performed may have resulted in artefacts through
sample preparation and the measurement of 3D structures in
2D, particularly for complex morphologies such as the cochlear
hook region. Approaches were developed to relate angular depth
within cochleae to OC and SG tonotopic frequencies, however
these equations assumed a constant BM angular length and
are not customizable for individual patients’ angular cochlear
length. Although these formulae have allowed numerous inves-
tigators to feasibly customize cochlear implant pitch maps, the
limitations in their development can result in significant pitch
mismatches for cochleae which deviate from the average angular
length. Angle-frequency distributions for the OC and SG (Fig. 3)
determined presently from SR-PCI data reveal significant vari-
ation, particularly relating to the angular length of the BM. The
average BM angular length was determined to be 2.57 turns,
with values ranging from 2.41 turns to 2.98 turns.

The comparison of OC and SG tonotopic distributions re-
vealed that for areas in which peripheral axons follow a radial
trajectory, there is little difference between the angle-based OC
and SG tonotopic distributions (Fig. 5). This relationship does
not hold when peripheral axon compression occurs in the apical
region of cochleae (>600 degrees) and the angle-based profiles
of the OC and SG diverge. Peripheral axon compression occurs
to an extent in the basal-most region of the cochlea in the hook
region, however much of this occurs basal to the centre of the
RW. Since the centre of the RW is defined as 0 degrees – a
result of the RW being a clinically identifiable feature – the
radial trajectory of peripheral axons begins closer to the angular-
mapping start point (0-degree point). Thus, the SG and OC
angle-frequency maps relate quite closely to one another until
the apical regions (>600 degrees) are reached. From a cochlear
implant programming perspective, this means that the desired
stimulation frequency in the basal and middle turns would be
similar regardless of whether the cochlear implant stimulates
the OC or SG. However, for low frequency stimulation below
approximately 500 Hz, an implant must stimulate outside of
the region with radial peripheral axon trajectory. Additionally,
the OC has a larger radius of rotation compared to the SG,
and therefore each angular range corresponds to a larger linear

distance along the OC which may correspond to more accurate
targeted stimulation.

Although highly detailed anatomical information can be ob-
served in SR-PCI data, simulated measurement variability anal-
ysis was performed to determine the potential effect of small
measurement deviations on our ground truth OC tonotopic data.
By utilizing SR-PCI image slices in combination with volume
renderings, detailed anatomies such as the BM, OC and SG
were discernable. Despite detailed information being present
in the scan, pixel-wise error in point placement is possible.
The intent of this analysis was to determine how robust our
analysis and presented results were to slight measurement vari-
ability or errors. Although it was determined that the frequency
distributions noticeably varied with the random measurement
deviation, the tonotopic deviation was observed to generally be
under 1.5 semitones. Additionally, the simulated biased mea-
surement analysis revealed tonotopic deviations below 1 semi-
tone, which is regarded to be below the perceivable threshold
for non-musically trained individuals [26]. Random and biased
measurement variability resulted in large discrepancies in over-
all cochlear length, however as indicated by the small semitone
errors, these differences in overall length did not translate to
large tonotopic frequency errors.

Angle-based OC and SG frequency functions were de-
termined herein using 3D peripheral axon tracing on intact
cochleae. Performing measurements to obtain the angular depth
of cochlear implant electrodes, in addition to the total angular
length of cochleae (i.e., the number of turns), is generally
clinically feasible. Therefore, there has been growing attention
toward angle-based cochlear implant pitch mapping techniques.
Unfortunately, the only angle-based techniques to date have
relied upon equations determined through histology that as-
sume a consistent number of turns across cochleae. The OC
equation presented here contains the BM angular length as an
independent variable. This allows for customization based on the
angular length of individual patients’ BM, which can currently
be estimated using clinical CT data. Although a time-intensive
process, the angular length of the membranous labyrinth can be
measured in clinical CT scans, and when combined with a priori
information of the cochlear helicotrema, can be used to estimate
the BM angular length.

To reduce the requirement for manual measurements,
future work of this project will involve automating the input
measurements required for these functions through automatic
cochlear segmentation [53]. In addition to the dependency
on individual angular length, the functions were fit using an
approach designed to minimize the semitone or perceptual
error. Due to the logarithmic scaling of frequency perception,
performing a simple least-squares fit would minimize the sum
of squared errors between ground truth absolute frequency
coordinates and function-predicted absolute frequencies (in
hertz). However, because the absolute frequency errors will
have varying perceptual impact depending on their tonotopic
location, processing the data during the fitting process to
minimize the sum of the squared semitone error ensures that
the fit minimizes the perceptual mismatch associated with each
tonotopic location. Spiral ganglion angular length measurements
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were determined to be highly dependent on where the axis of
rotation was defined in the apex. The angular measurements of
the SG presented in this work correspond to the peripheral axon
attachments; the most apical angular measurement represents
the most apical peripheral axon attachment. Because of the
very small radius of rotation of the SG in the apex, these values
are subject to large variability. The total angular lengths of SG
recorded here were determined using SR-PCI image slices,
in addition to 3D reconstructions of the BM and SG. This
level of bone and soft tissue visualization allowed for detailed
localization of the mid-modiolar axis, and consequently, the axis
of rotation of the reformatted image slices; in clinical images and
even standard micro-CT scans this discernment is not possible.
The SG angle-frequency function was therefore selected to be
generalized with regards to individual SG angular length.

It was determined through a leave-one-out cross validation
that our individualized angle-based OC equation significantly
outperformed the current gold standard when using Green-
wood’s function as the reference. In basal and apical regions,
absolute semitone errors were significantly reduced. The in-
dividualized OC technique reduced variance of the absolute
error and the maximum absolute error by large margins. For
cochleae with an angular length close to that of the assumed
value by previous techniques, the previous generalized equations
performed well, however deviation from this assumed value
resulted in large error increases.

Similar to the work by Stakhovskaya et al., the present SG
angle-frequency function determined using 3D SR-PCI was
independent of individual sample angular length. This general
function was developed since the length (both linear and an-
gular) of the SG is difficult to determine in clinical imaging
modalities, and does not relate closely to the angular length
of the BM. This generalization can be observed to result in
large semitone errors in the most apical regions. This semitone
error increases drastically over a very small angular range,
illustrating the compression of peripheral axons in the apical
region of the SG. As such, the SG angle-frequency function
derived herein was not observed to significantly differ from the
previous approach proposed by Stakhovskaya et al. This apical
semitone error highlights the potential difficulty in selecting SG
stimulation frequencies for apical cochlear implant electrodes
(>600 degrees angular insertion depth). If electrodes intended
for SG stimulation reach the apical region, very finely targeted
stimulation would be required for accurate low frequency per-
ception compared to the OC.

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of this work was to use 3D tonotopic data
of the OC and SG derived from SR-PCI to create a patient-
specific angle-based frequency function for the human cochlea.
Three-dimensional reconstructions and frequency coordinates
were obtained of the OC and SG, which allowed for accurate
frequency mapping of both structures. The first OC angle-
frequency function, which can be individualized based on BM
angular length, significantly outperformed the current general-
ized approaches derived from histological data. An angle-based
frequency function was additionally determined for the SG,

however this was generalized with respect to individual cochlear
angular length as SG variability was not observed to be related
to any clinically obtainable measurement. Prospectively, these
angle-based frequency mapping techniques can be combined
with automated image processing algorithms [53] capable of
determining the angular length of the BM and post-operative
cochlear implant electrodes. The angular length of the BM and
electrode angular depths can currently be manually measured
using clinical CT data, however this is a time intensive process,
and the automatic measurement of these values would allow
for custom pitch mapping without additional clinical workload.
Deep learning based cochlear segmentation tools have been de-
veloped in our lab [53], and future work includes the extension of
this work for automatic cochlear segmentation and measurement
in clinical CT data. This can be feasibly completed with a large
dataset, and this work is currently underway as the next step of
this project. This future work would allow for an automated,
patient-specific, clinical frequency mapping tool which may
result in improvements in both pitch perception and quality of
life for cochlear implant recipients.
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